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Abstract.
Let Px, P2 be complementary projections in Hubert
space H. Let U be a one-to-one and onto operator in H with
Q(Ux)=Q(x), where Q(x)=\\P1x\\1-\\P2x\\1. The sufficient condition is given for the unique existence of maximal subspace L
invariant under all operators commuting with U, and such that
Q(x)^.0, xEL. The result was obtained in the course of attacking

the problem proposed by Phillips [5] (see also [1]).

Let H be a (separable) complex Hubert space, with the ordinary scalar
product (■,•), and with indefinite metric Q(x,y) = (Jx,y) (J=PX—P2;
Px, P2 are two complementary orthogonal projections). Let JT be the set
of all bounded linear operators A"from H to P2H ( = H2) with a bound ^1
and such that KH2=0. Let JÍ be the set of all maximal positive subspaces
Min H; M is said to be positive if Q(x, x)^0 for x in M. Let r£(T) be the
set of all bounded linear operators that commute with T and its Q-

adjoint operator T°; T° is defined by Q(T°x,y) = Q(x, Ty). Uis called a Qunitary operator if Q(Ux, Uy) = Q(x,y) and if U is onto and one-to-one.
Let H—PjH (y=l, 2). Let Ujk=PjUPk (j, k= 1, 2). Now our main result

is the following:
Theorem.
Let U be a Q-unitary operator. Suppose that there exist
convex open sets D.x, 02 with il1oQ2= 0 (D. means the closure ofQ.) such

that
{(1/(1 + K)xx,xx); SIxiH= l,x1eH1}

c QX)

{((1 - K)Ux2,x2);

c Í22,

\\x2\\ = 1, x2eH2}

for all K in 3t. Then there exists a unique maximal positive subspace invar-

iant under T in 'tf(U).
Corollary.
Suppose that A is a bounded Q-selfadjoint operator (A =A°)
satisfying the condition (*), given in the above theorem, with U replaced by
A. Then there exists a unique maximal positive subspace invariant under Tin

V(A).
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Remark.
The following example shows that there exist, generally,
more than one invariant subspace in JÍ when the condition (*) is violated.
Let H be a two-dimensional complex euclidean space with element
x={x1, x2). Define projections />1x= {x1, 0}, P2x={0, x2}, and let A be an
operator defined by ^x = {Âx,+x2, —xj (X:rea\). Then the Ax satisfies all
the conditions in the corollary if |A|>2. Hence for |A|>2 there exists a
unique maximal positive subspace Mx invariant under ^(AJ. On the other
hand, by direct calculation, we can see that the set Jt\ of all maximal
positive subspaces invariant
under ^¡(Aj) consists of [{x, ( —X+

(X2-4f'2)x¡2};xeC]for X>2; [{x, (-X±(X2-4)l'2)xl2};xeC]for\X\^2;
[{x, (-X-(X2-4fi2)x¡2};
xeC] for X<-2.
Proof of theorem. By the (7-unitarity of U,
\\xf + \\(U21 + zU22K)xf

<: \z\2 \\Kx\\2 + \\(Un + zU12K)x||2
^ |z|2 ||x||2 + ||(f7n + z<712K)x||2.

Hence,
(1)

(1 -

|z|2) ||x||2 + ||(f721 + zU22K)x\\2 <: \\(Un + zf712K)x||2

for x in H1, Kin X and |z|^l.
in Jf and |z|<l, (l/n+zl/12/0_1

Using (1), we shall show that for each K
exists as a bounded operator on Hx with

a bound
(2)

\\(U11 + zUliK)-i\\

^(1

-M2)-1'2.

Indeed, Uu+zU12K is, by (1), one-to-one.
If y is orthogonal to R^^+zU^K)
(R(T)=the

range of T), then

0 = (y, (Un + zU12K)x) = Q(y, 1/(1 + zK)x)

= Q(U°y, (1 + zK)x) - ([/M/0 - zK*P2U°ly, x)
for all x in Hl; K* is the adjoint operator of K with respect to the ordinary
scalar product (note that A:*Är1=0, R(K*)^HX, and ||.K*||<;i). Hence

[/>1C/°-zA:*P2/7o]j=0, from which it follows that H-Pit/0/!5j |z| \\K*\\
■ \\P2U°y\\^ \\P2U°y\\. Hence \\y\\2=Q(y,y) = Q(U°y, U°y)= ||/\t/°.y||2\\P2U°y\\2<:0. Here we used the g-unitarity of U° implied by that of U.
Hence/=0,
i.e., the range of (7u+ziyi2A^isdensein
H1. Thus U^ + zU^K
is, by (1), onto. The desired bound of (Ulx+zU12K) follows from (1).

By Phillips [5], MeM if and only if M={x1+Kxl; XjE/fJ for some K
in Jf. Then it is easy to see that M is invariant under U if and only if K
satisfies
(3)

KUl2K + KUtl - U22K - Uu = 0.

To find a solution K of (3) in JT, we consider instead the equation:
(4)

zK(z)U12K(z) + K(z)Uu - zU22K(z) -
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in |z| < 1 and construct K(z) from a sequence of holomorphic

functions

{Kfe)}.We set
K0(z) = 0

and

Kj+X(z) = (U2X+ zU„K¿z))

■(Uxx + zU^K^z))-1

i.e.,
(5)

Kj+x(z)(Uxx + zUx2K,(z)) = U2X+ zU„KJz).

Then the K¡(z) has the properties:

(i) K}(z)eJT;
(ii) Kj(z) is holomorphic in |z|<l;
(iii) for any compact set A in |z|<l supA||^(z)ll >s uniformly bounded
in j (K'\ derivative in z of K);
(iv) Kj(z) converges uniformly to some bounded operator K(z) on some
small disk |z|<£ in the operator norm.

Indeed, if K^(z)eX, then we have, by (1),
\\Ki+i(U11+ xUuRW

- \\(U2X+ zU22K¿x\\2 ^ \\(UXX+ zU^KAxW2,

showing (i). Suppose that K}(z) is holomorphic in |z|<l. Then from (2) it is
easy to see that (Uxl+zUX2K¡y~1 is holomorphic in |z|<l.
Hence
(U21+zU22Kj(z))(Uxx-\-zU12Kj(z))~1 is holomorphic in z, showing (ii).
(iii) is a direct consequence of (ii). Since

Kj+X(z) - K,(z) = zU22(K, - K^Wu

+ zU^K,)-1

+ z\U2X + zU^K^XUn
■ UX2(K} -

+ zU^K^T1

K^X)(UXX + zUX2KjT\

we have, by (2) and (i),

\\K¡+X
- K,\ ^ i \K, - K^W
for sufficiently small |z|^e. Hence K(z) converges to some K(z)e$f
uniformly on |z|^e in the operator norm. Thus we have (iv).
By (i), (ii), (iii), there exists a subsequence Kr(z) converging (in the weak
topology) uniformly on any compact set in |z|<l to some holomorphic
(in |z|<l) operator-valued function AYz)eJf. By (iv), K(z)=K(z) in
|z|<£. Since Kj(z) converges strongly to K(z) in |z|<£ and since K¡
satisfies (5), K(z), and so K(z), satisfies (4) in |z|<e. Since K(z) is weakly,
and so strongly, holomorphic in |z|< 1, K(z) must satisfy (4) in the whole
unit disk |z|<l. Now we claim:
(v) K'(z) is uniformly bounded for real z in 0<z< 1.
(vi) Equation (3) has at most one solution.
For the moment we assume that (v) and (vi) hold. Then K(z) has a strong

limit K(\)eJf

for z->l (0<z<l).

Letting z-*-l in (4), we have

K(\)UX2K(\) + K(l)Uxx -

U22K(\) -
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Thus the subspace M={xl+K(l)x1;
xxeH^¡eJi is invariant under U.
Besides M is invariant also under Tin (£(U). Indeed, if Tis in ^(U), then
T+T° is a ß-selfadjoint operator in &(U); note that T°e%(U)if Te^(U).
Hence the operator V(t) defined by V(t)=exp[it(T+T°)]
is g-unitary.

Hence V(t) maps M onto M. Since UV(t)M= V(t)UMc V(t)M, the space
V(t)M in dt is invariant under U. By the uniqueness of the solution of (6)
(see vi), which implies the uniqueness of invariant maximal positive subspace, we have V(t)M=M. Hence (it)-1[V(t)—I]M<^M. Letting r-*0, we

have (T + T°)McM. Similarly i(T-T°)M^M.
Proof of (v).

Thus TM<=M.

Since Ü,, Ù2 are closed, convex and disjoint sets, there

exist 6 (—7r/2^ö^7r/2),

a,, a8 (a!>a2)

(6)
or

Re(e%)

> a,

(7)

Re(e%)<a2

such that

and

Re(e%)

< a2,

and

Re(e%) > ^

for Ci in Üj and £2in &2- We consider only the case (6); the case (7) can be
treated similarly. Then by the assumption (*),
Re(eieP1U(l + K)Xl - oqx,, xx) ^ 0,
Re(e<6P2(l -

K)Ux2 - a2x2, x2) <i 0,

for all A'eJf, xleH1 and x2eH2. By this "dissipativity condition",

||exp[-te"/\[/(l

+ zX) + «xJPJ ^ 1;

||exp[rei8zP2(l - K)U - iza2]P2|| ^ 1

for all i>0, KeJf and 0<z5H.

Differentiation in z of (4) gives

K'(zXtfu + zUltK(z)) + z(X(z)i/12 - U22)K'(z) = B(z)
i.e.,
^'(2)Pit/(l

+ zK(z))P1 + zP2(X(z) - l)UP2K'(z) = 5(z),

where 5(z)=-X(z)<712/s:(z)+(722A:(z).

K'(z) = -e-^lim

Hence

¡•N

I e"««-»««» exp[teiezP2(l - X(z))f7P2 - a2zi]

JV-»ooJo

• P, • B(z) • exp[-íe<9 • PlL/(l + zX(z))P,

+ a1t]P1 dt.

Hence, by (8),
||tf'(z)|| ^ ||5(z)|| • (a, - a,)-1 ^ (a, - «J-*(|ty

+ ||/J22||)

for0<z<l.
Proof of (vi).
(3) in Jf.

We consider only the case (6). Let Àj, K2 be solutions of

Then /sT0=/s:1-Ar2 satisfies Ar0(i712/s:2+(711)=((722-A'1i712)/(:0.
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Hence we have
K0 = -e~iej

j

{exp[ieieP2(l - KX)UP2]P2K0

• exp[-teiePxU(l
+ e-^e-^-"^exp[NeieP2(i

■P2K0 exp[-NeiePxU(l
= e-i9-<ai-a2) vexp(-

+ K2)]PX} dt

- KX)UP2 - x2N]

+ K2)PX + axN]Px

■ )K0exp(-

• ■).

Letting N—>-od,we have, by (9), A"0=0. Thus the proof is completed.
Proof of corollary.
The g-selfadjoint operator A defines the oneparameter family of group U(t)=elU of g-unitary operators. Then we
have
L/(r) = / + {HA) + -} (it A)2 +■■■ .
Hence there exists a t0 such that, for each 0<r<r0, U(t) satisfies the
condition (*). By the theorem, for each 0</<r0 there exists the unique
subspace M in Jl invariant under ^(U(t)). Since <^(/I)c<^(í/(0),
M
is invariant under 'tf(A). Conversely if M (e.4t) is invariant under ^(A),
then it is also invariant under ^([/(r)) by the above expansion. Hence the
M is the unique subspace in JÍ invariant under ^(A).
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